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QUESTION 1

Universal containers needs to integrate with several external systems. The process is initiated when a record is created
in Salesforce. The remote systems do not require Salesforce to wait for a response before continuing. 

What is the recommended best solution to accomplish this? 

A. Trigger with callout 

B. Platform event 

C. PushTopic event 

D. Outbound message 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has a Visualforce page that displays a table every Container_ c being rented by a gives Account..
failing because some of the customers rent over 100,000 containers. What should a developer change about the
Visualforce page to help with the page load errors? 

A. Implement pagination with an OffsetController. 

B. Implement pagination with a StandardSetController. 

C. Use lazy loading and a transient List variable. 

D. Use JavaScript remoting with SOQL Offset. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer wants to use an Aura component with a custom action. 

What should be considered in order to do this? 

A. A default value must be provided for each component attribute marked as required 

B. The class "slds-modal__container" must be added to the top-level element of the component 

C. The component must implement the flexipage:availableForRecordHome interface 

D. The component\\'s JavaScript controller must handle a method on initialization 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which three Visualforce components can be used to initiate Ajax behavior to perform partial page updates? Choose 3
answers 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

E.  

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

Business rules require a Contact to always be created when a new Account is created. What can be used when
developing a custom screen to ensure an Account is not created if the creation of the Contact fails? 

A. use the Database.Delete method if the Contact insertion fails. 

B. Disable validation rules on Contacts and set default values with a Trigger. 

C. use the Database.Insert method with allOrNone set to False. 

D. use setSavePoint() and rollback() with a try/catch block. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A developer is building a Visualforce page that interacts with external services. Which interface should the developer
implement to test this functionality? (Choose two.) 

A. HTTPCalloutMock 

B. HTTPRequestMock 

C. HTTPResponseMock 

D. StaticResourceCalloutMock 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

The following code segment is railed from a Trigger handler class from the Opportunity trigger: 
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Which two changes should improve this code and make it more efficient? Choose 2 answers 

A. Move the DML outside of the for loop. 

B. Move the SOQL to fetch the account record outside of the for loop. 

C. Move business logic inside the Opportunity trigger. 

D. Use Triginstead.old instead of Trigger.new. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

What are three benefits of using declarative customizations over code? Choose 3 answers 

A. Declarative customizations generally require less maintenance. 

B. Declarative customizations do not require user testing. 

C. Declarative customizations cannot generate run time errors. 

D. Declarative customizations will automatically update with each Salesforce release. 

E. Declarative customizations are not subject to governor limits. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement is true about using ConnectApi namespace (also called Chatter in Apex)? (Choose two.) 

A. Chatter in Apex methods honor the \\'with sharing\\' and \\'without sharing\\' keywords 

B. Chatter in Apex operations are synchronous, and they occur immediately 

C. Chatter in Apex methods do not run in system mode; they run in the context of the current user 
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D. Many test methods related to Chatter in Apex require the IsTest (SeeAIIData=true) annotation 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer is tasked by Universal Containers to build out a system to track the container repair process. Containers
should be tracked as they move through the repair process, starting when a customer reports an issue and ending when
the container is returned to the customer. 

Which solution meets these business requirements while following best practices? 

A. Build a mobile application using Platform Events and RFID integration to ensure proper tracking of the containers and
keep the customer informed. 

B. Involve a Salesforce administrator and build out a declarative solution that will be easy to maintain and likely cost less
than customized development. 

C. Build a customized Lightning Application using Application Events to ensure data integrity. 

D. Develop a new system with automated notification to move the containers through the repair process while notifying
the customer that reported the issue. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has a native iOS app for placing orders that needs to connect to Salesforce to retrieve consolidated
information from many different objects in a JSON format. Which is the optimal method to implement this in Salesforce? 

A. Apex SOAP Callout 

B. Apex REST Callout 

C. Apex SOAP Web Service 

D. Apex REST Web Service 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Part of a custom Lightning Component displays the total number of Opportunities in the org, which is in the millions. The
Lightning Component uses an Apex Controller to get the data it needs. What is the optimal way for a developer to get
the total number of Opportunities for the Lightning Component? 

A. SUM() SOQL aggregate query on the Opportunity object 

B. SOQL for loop that counts the number of Opportunities records 

C. COUNT() SOQL aggregate query on the Opportunity object 
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D. Apex Batch job that counts the number of Opportunity records 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

A company processes Orders within their Salesforce instance. When an Order\\'s status changes to \\'Paid\\' it must
notify the company\\'s order management system (OMS). The OMS exposes SOAP web service endpoints to listen for
when to retrieve the data from Salesforce. What is the optimal method to implement this? 

A. Create an Apex trigger and make a callout to the OMS from the trigger. 

B. Generate the Partner WSDL and use it to make a callout to the OMS. 

C. Create an Outbound Message that contains the session ID and send it to the OMS. 

D. Generate the Enterprise WSDL and use it to make a callout to the OMS. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A developer wrote a Visualforce page for Sales Reps to add products to an order. The page takes a URL query
parameter, productFamily, which filters the product results. The test method for the filter behavior has an assertion
failing due to an incorrect number of results. 

Why could the test be failing? (Choose two.) 

A. The test does not call Test.startTest() 

B. The test does not create product data 

C. The test is not run by a System Administrator 

D. The test does not set the current page reference 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 15

A lead developer for a Salesforce organization needs to develop a page-centric application that allows the user to
interact with multiple objects related to a Contact The application needs to implement a third-party JavaScript framework
such as Angular, and must be made available in both Classic and Lightning Experience. 

Given these requirements, what is the recommended solution to develop the application? 

A. Aura Components 

B. Lightning Web Components 

C. Visualforce 
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D. Lightning Experience Builder 

Correct Answer: C 
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